Bardet-Biedl syndrome (BBS) is a pleiotropic, genetically heterogeneous disorder characterized by obesity, retinopathy, polydactyly, cognitive impairment, renal and cardiac anomalies, as well as hypertension and diabetes. Multiple genes are known to independently cause BBS. These genes do not appear to code for the same functional category of proteins; yet, mutation of each results in a similar phenotype. Gene knockdown of different BBS genes in zebrafish shows strikingly overlapping phenotypes including defective melanosome transport and disruption of the ciliated Kupffer's vesicle. Here, we demonstrate that individual knockdown of bbs1 and bbs3 results in the same prototypical phenotypes as reported previously for other BBS genes. We utilize the zebrafish system to comprehensively determine whether simultaneous pair-wise knockdown of BBS genes reveals genetic interactions between BBS genes. Using this approach, we demonstrate eight genetic interactions between a subset of BBS genes. The synergistic relationships between distinct combinations are not due to functional redundancy but indicate specific interactions within a multi-subunit BBS complex. In addition, we utilize the zebrafish model system to investigate limb development. Human polydactyly is a cardinal feature of BBS not reproduced in BBS-mouse models. We evaluated zebrafish fin bud patterning and observed altered Sonic hedgehog (shh) expression and subsequent changes to fin skeletal elements. The SHH fin bud phenotype was also used to confirm specific genetic interactions between BBS genes. This study reveals an in vivo requirement for BBS function in limb bud patterning. Our results provide important new insights into the mechanism and biological significance of BBS.
INTRODUCTION
Bardet-Biedl syndrome (BBS, OMIM 209900) is a genetically heterogeneous autosomal recessive disorder characterized by obesity, retinal degeneration, post-axial polydactyly, cognitive impairment, hypogenitalism, renal and cardiovascular anomalies and a high incidence of diabetes mellitus and hypertension (1 -3) . To date, 12 BBS genes have been identified (4 -15) . Although the precise function of the individual BBS proteins is yet to be elucidated, data support roles in cilia function and intracellular transport.
In order to gain insights into the pathophysiology of BBS, we developed BBS zebrafish models and demonstrated that knockdown of any of the seven zebrafish BBS orthologs (bbs2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 11) results in similar phenotypes.
These phenotypes include disruption of a ciliated vesicle called Kupffer's vesicle (KV), predisposition to organ laterality defects and delayed intracellular retrograde transport (16) . Mutation of BBS1 in humans leads to the most common form of BBS. The function of BBS1 is unknown. This protein contains a beta-propeller domain, indicating that it interacts with other proteins. We have recently shown that BBS1, in conjunction with BBS2, BBS4, BBS5, BBS7, BBS8 and BBS9, is part of a stable multi-protein complex known as the BBSome (17) . BBS3, an ADP-ribosylation factor (ARF)-like protein known as ARL6 (18) , was identified by positional cloning and the use of computational genomics (10) . ARL proteins are proposed to have a role in intracellular vesicle and membrane trafficking and in microtubule assembly (18, 19) . Using zebrafish, we test whether bbs1 and bbs3 loss-of-function recapitulates prototypical BBS knockdown phenotypes including KV defect and intracellular transport delay. We also evaluate pair-wise genetic interaction between eight zebrafish BBS genes (bbs1-bbs8). The zebrafish model system allows for simultaneous pair-wise knockdown of multiple combinations of BBS genes, including BBS genes that code for proteins that are part of the BBSome complex, as well as proteins that are not part of the complex. Pair-wise combinations of anti-sense oligonucleotides demonstrate eight significant synergistic interactions between specific BBS genes. Of note is a central role for bbs1 in five of these genetic interactions. The in vivo genetic interactions identified in this study reveals that BBS proteins that are part of the complex can result in a synergistic genetic interaction, as can proteins that are not part of the BBSome complex.
Human polydactyly is one of the cardinal features of BBS not reproduced in BBS knockout mouse models (20 -23) . Given that several zebrafish BBS genes are expressed in the developing fin bud (16), we evaluated fin bud patterning in BBS morphants. We focused on the zone of polarizing activity (ZPA) owing to its critical and evolutionarily conserved role in the patterning of the tetrapod limb/fin bud. We demonstrate that individual knockdown of BBS genes in zebrafish, as well as pair-wise knockdown of BBS genes, results in the expansion of Sonic hedgehog (shh) expression, a molecular component of the ZPA, as well as changes to subsequent skeletal elements.
RESULTS

Zebrafish bbs1 and bbs3 knockdowns display BBS prototypical phenotypes
Previously, we demonstrated that individual knockdown of bbs2, bbs4-bbs8 and bbs11 (9,16) generates prototypical phenotypes in zebrafish. In order to determine whether knockdowns of bbs1 and bbs3 result in similar phenotypes, we used antisense morpholinos to knock down these genes. Antisense morpholino oligonucleitides (MOs) were designed to target bbs1 located on chromosome 21 and bbs3 located on chromosome 1 in the zebrafish genome (Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, http://www.ensembl.org). Fluorescein-tagged MOs targeting the initiator methionine (aug-MO) or the splice site of exon2 (exon2-MO) were microinjected into embryos. The MOs were uniformly distributed at 12-14 h post-fertilization (h.p.f.) and morphant embryos did not show any gross changes in general body size and morphology compared with controls. Bbs1 and bbs3 morphants were next evaluated for prototypical alterations including reduction or loss of a ciliated vesicle, known as Kupffer's vesicle (KV), predisposition to laterality defects and delay in melanosome retrograde transport (9, 16) . The KV progenitors originate in the dorsal midline and form a ciliated vesicle in the tail-bud region during somite stages (24 -30) . In wild-type and control MO-injected embryos at the 10-13 somite stage, the sphereshaped KV has an average size of 50 mm (Fig. 1A and B) . KV defects (reduced size to less than one-third of normal or total KV absence) were observed in a dose-dependent manner in bbs1 MO and bbs3 MO-injected embryos ( Fig. 1 ; Table 1 ). Consistent with the proposed function of the KV in left -right axis asymmetry (24 -30) , zebrafish knockdown of bbs3 showed organ laterality defects. Bbs3 MO-injected embryos show significant jogging alterations at 22 -24 h.p.f. (reversed or no jog) and looping defects at 36 h.p.f. (31) , whereas low-dose bbs3 MO or control MO-injected embryos do not show significant KV or laterality alterations ( Fig. 1E ; Table 1 ).
We previously demonstrated involvement of BBS function in general intracellular transport. Knockdown of zebrafish BBS genes (bbs2, bbs4 -bbs8 and bbs11) resulted in a statistically significant delay in retrograde transport (9, 16) . Zebrafish shuttle melanosomes within melanophores in response to visual cues and hormonal stimuli (32 -35) . In dark-adapted zebrafish, the melanosomes are dispersed (Fig. 1F) . Melanosome aggregation (retrograde transport) is stimulated upon treatment with epinephrine ( Fig. 1G) (16, 36) . Wild-type and control-injected embryos rapidly retract melanosomes ( Fig. 1I ; Table 1 ). In contrast, high-dose bbs3 MO-injected embryos have significantly delayed melanosome retraction ( Fig. 1H ) (P , 0.001), whereas low-dose bbs3 MO-injected embryos show a similar rate as control embryos (P . 0.05) ( Table 1) . Similar findings are observed with bbs1 MO-injected embryos. Our data show that zebrafish bbs1 and bbs3 knockdowns result in prototypical phenotypes similar to other bbs gene knockdowns, including KV defects, predisposition to laterality defects and retrograde intracellular transport delay.
Genetic interaction between zebrafish BBS orthologs
Mutation of any of the 12 identified human BBS genes causes similar phenotypes, yet protein domain prediction analyses suggest that the BBS proteins do not belong to any one functional category (Supplementary Material, Fig. S1 ). It has been proposed that phenotypic heterogeneity among BBS patients may be due to genetic interactions between BBS genes (37) . We therefore tested pair-wise knockdown of bbs1 -bbs8 in zebrafish to evaluate synergy between these genes in vivo. We first identified a subphenotypic dose for each the eight BBS MOs. A subphenotypic dose was defined as the highest MO dose that does not generate a significant phenotype when individually injected into zebrafish embryos (indicated as '2', Fig. 2A ; Table 2 ). We next co-injected the 28 possible pair-wise combinations of subphenotypic dose bbs1 -bbs8 MOs. Interactions were considered significant (indicated as 'þ', Fig. 2A ) if a statistically significant alteration in KV defects and an increase in melanosome retrograde transport were observed compared with treatment with a single low-dose MO. Eight of the 28 possible pair-wise injections resulted in synergistic interactions. All of these interactions involved either bbs1 or bbs2 as one of the components of the interaction. We identified five bbs1 synergistic interactions (with bbs2, bbs3, bbs4, bbs6 and bbs7 MOs) and four bbs2 synergistic interactions (with bbs1, bbs3, bbs4 and bbs6 MOs). Bbs3, bbs4 and bbs6 interacted with both bbs1 and bbs2. Bbs7 interacted only with bbs1. Bbs5 and bbs8 showed no genetic interactions with any other BBS gene. Of the eight synergistic combinations, the bbs1 with bbs7 pair-wise combination Table 2 ). The other seven synergistic combinations, in order of increasing severity, are bbs2 with bbs4, bbs2 with bbs3, bbs1 with bbs2, bbs1 with bbs4, bbs1 with bbs6, bbs1 with bbs3 and bbs2 with bbs6 (Table 2 ). To confirm synergistic interactions, we co-injected embryos with pair-wise combinations of high-dose bbs1 MO with bbs7 MO. We also evaluated high-dose combination of bbs3 MO with bbs7 MO, a non-synergistic pair. The combined high-dose bbs1 MO with bbs7 MO generated dramatic defects, whereas high-dose pair-wise combination of bbs3 MO with bbs7 MO resulted in phenotypes similar to those generated by bbs3 MO high-dose injection alone and bbs7 high-dose injection alone ( Fig. 3A and B). The synergy data provide in vivo evidence for genetic interactions between specific BBS genes. These genetic interactions could indicate functional redundancy between interacting genes and/or a required stoichiometry within a complex important for the proper function of the complex.
Specificity of bbs knockdown
Rescue of the MO-generated phenotypes was performed to confirm the specificity of gene knockdown. We focused this component of the study on bbs1 and bbs7 for two reasons. First, the most significant genetic interaction combination was observed with bbs1 and bbs7. Secondly, the bbs1 and bbs7 proteins show significant homology to each other. Co-injection of in vitro-transcribed bbs1 RNA with high-dose bbs1 MO, as well as co-injection of bbs7 RNA with highdose bbs7 MO, results in rescue of both KV and retrograde transport phenotypes ( Fig. 2B and C; Table 3 ). Thus, RNA rescue supports specificity of bbs1 and bbs7 MO-induced phenotypes. To investigate whether genetic interaction between BBS genes is due to functional redundancy, we co-injected high-dose bbs7 MO with bbs1 RNA. The highdose bbs7 MO-induced phenotype cannot be rescued with bbs1 RNA. Similarly, high-dose bbs1 MO and high-dose bbs3 MO phenotypes cannot be rescued with bbs7 RNA (Fig. 3A and B). These RNA rescue and pair-wise combination data provide in vivo evidence for specific genetic interactions between BBS genes and suggest that these genetic interactions are not due to functional redundancy. In contrast, to high-dose MO injections which lead to phenotypes, the individual low-dose MO injections of BBS MOs do not generate phenotypes, unless combined with a specific second low-dose BBS MO. Furthermore, RNA rescue of synergistic interactions was evaluated. Phenotypes generated from combined low-dose injection of bbs1 MO with bbs7 MO were rescued with bbs7 RNA alone, as well as with bbs1 RNA alone ( Table 3 ). The ability of bbs1 RNA or bbs7 RNA to rescue the combined low-dose knockdown indicates that partial knockdown of either bbs1 or bbs7 alone does not result in complete loss of function of the BBSome complex.
Altered patterning in the zebrafish pectoral fin bud
Since polydactyly is one of the cardinal features of human BBS, we explored the possibility of fin bud patterning defects in BBS morphants. Indeed, BBS genes are broadly expressed, yet by 36 h.p.f. bbs7 shows anterior enrichment, with notable expression in the developing fin bud (16) . In BBS morphants, overall fin size was indistinguishable from wild-type, suggesting relatively normal fin growth and viability. Zebrafish pectoral fins and tetrapod forelimbs have evolved from a common ancestral appendage and share similar morphology and similar underlying molecular mechanisms (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) , including the ZPA (44, 45) which is localized at the posterior mesenchyme of the fin/limb bud (Fig. 4A) . The ZPA signals positional information important for the specification of the digits. In chick limb bud, grafting an additional ZPA anterior to the original ZPA resulted in formation of extra digits resembling human polydactyly (44) . Sonic hedgehog (Shh) is expressed in the posterior vertebrate limb bud mesenchyme and mediates the functions of the ZPA, in a concentration dependent manner, in both zebrafish fin buds and tetrapod limb buds (46) . Since increased ZPA function or shh activity may lead to polydactyly, we evaluated shh expression. In wild-type embryos, shh is expressed in a crescent-shaped domain in the posterior region of the pectoral fin bud (Fig. 4B ). This expression domain is unchanged in control and low-dose MO-injected embryos (bbs1, bbs3 and bbs7). The pectoral fin shh expression domain in high-dose bbs1 or bbs7 morphants demonstrates an anterior expansion, whereas shh expression in the dorsal midline remains unchanged (Fig. 4C) . Consistent with the previously identified genetic interactions, pair-wise combination of low-dose MO of bbs1 with bbs7 also demonstrated expanded shh expression (Fig. 4D) , whereas pair-wise combination of low-dose MO of bbs3 with bbs7 appears the same as wild-type (data not shown). The average area of shh expression in the pectoral fin bud was measured using the ImageJ program (47) and confirmed statistically significant (P , 0.001) increases in high-dose bbs1 MO, high-dose bbs7 MO and bbs1 with bbs7 low-dose combination in comparison with wild-type embryos (Fig. 4E) . Thus, in the developing fin bud, we observe an increased ZPA/SHH domain without perturbing overall limb/fin growth. (54) 19 (52) 17 (52) 2.3 Ã (48) bbs3 MO (500 mM) 30 (77) 20 (49) 18 (49) 3.4 Ã (47)
Number of embryos in each category is given in parentheses; ND, not determined.
Human
Since genetic mutants for shh demonstrate loss or reduction of the skeletal elements of the pectoral fin (46), we next determined whether the expanded shh-signaling in the fin bud of BBS morphants induces expansion of pectoral fin structures. In the pectoral fin of 6 -7-day-old larvae, the most proximal skeletal element is the cleithrum (Cl), which extends 1960 (Fig. 5A ). Flanking the Cl is the scapulocoracoid (Sc), which extends along the base of the fin, and the most distal element is the fin. Alcian Blue staining in wildtype identifies the rod-like Cl (Fig. 5B , arrow) and adjacent Sc (Fig. 5B, arrowhead) . BBS morphant embryos demonstrate an enlarged Sc (Fig. 5C, arrowhead) , where the distal posterior end of the Sc appears to have disorganized and/or extra cell layers compared with wild-type (Fig. 5B) . Consistent with the genetic interaction data, bbs1 with bbs3 and bbs1 with bbs7 subphenotypic dose combinations also demonstrate thickened Sc (Fig. 5D, arrowhead) , whereas bbs3 with bbs7, which has no synergistic effect on KV or retrograde transport, demonstrates Sc structure similar to wild-type (data not shown). Thus, compromised BBS function by MO injection results in expanded shh expression and subsequently patterning changes in the skeletal elements of the pectoral fin. Although, zebrafish do not form digits, these results indicate that limb patterning defects observed in BBS patients result from SHH expression abnormalities.
DISCUSSION
Twelve genes have been shown to independently cause BBS in humans. Human BBS patients display similar features independent of the primary mutated gene. We have previously shown that individual knockdown of several zebrafish BBS genes (bbs2, bbs4-bbs8 and bbs11) results in common zebrafish phenotypes including abnormal KV formation, cilia abnormalities and melanosome transport defects (9, 16) . In this study, we demonstrate that the individual loss-of-function of bbs1 or bbs3 in zebrafish results in the same phenotypes as knockdown of other zebrafish BBS genes. In addition, we have now used the zebrafish model system to identify genetic interactions between BBS genes by simultaneously knocking down pair-wise combinations of genes. For this in vivo analysis of genetic interactions, the 28 possible pair-wise combinations of BBS genes (bbs1 -bbs8) were tested at doses that do not produce a phenotype when an individual morpholino is used (subphenotypic dose). At the subphenotypic doses used in this study, eight pair-wise synergistic interactions were identified. Prior to this study, no animal model for BBS polydactyly has been generated. Using the zebrafish model system, we identified altered patterning of the fin bud and subsequent changes to fin skeletal elements. Since the zebrafish fin bud is orthologous to human limb bud, this study suggests a link between post-axial polydactyly observed in BBS patients and altered shh expression in the developing limb/fin bud.
BBS3 function required for cilia function and intracellular vesicular transport
BBS3 (ARL6) is an ARF-like protein (10) . Data support diverse functional roles for ARL proteins, including regulation of intracellular vesicle and membrane trafficking and microtubule assembly (18, 19) . Our loss-of-function data demonstrates that bbs3 results in the same zebrafish phenotypes as other BBS knockdowns, including KV defects and intracellular retrograde transport delay. Cilia found in the KV appear to be initially formed in bbs3 knockdown zebrafish, but the cilia are prematurely lost and do not function in forming a normal KV. It has recently been shown that seven BBS proteins (BBS1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9) form a complex known as the BBSome (17) . The BBSome appears to play a role in ciliogenesis, at least in part, by interacting with the Rab8 GTP/GDP exchange factor (Rabin8). Rab8GTP enters primary cilia and promotes extension of the ciliary membrane. Preventing Rab8GTP production blocks ciliation and yields characteristic BBS phenotypes in zebrafish (17) . Although not a part of the BBSome, the data presented here demonstrating that bbs3 knockdown results in defects in KV and nodal cilia, as well as in melanosome (lysosome related organelles) transport, support a role for BBS3 and other BBS proteins in vesicular transport to the cilium (9,16).
Genetic interaction between BBS genes
Human BBS patients show a wide range of phenotypic variability. Variation is seen among patients even within the same family (and hence with the same primary BBS mutations), indicating genetic and/or environmental modifiers of the phenotype. The phenotypic variability and the extensive genetic heterogeneity of BBS raise the possibility of complex interactions among BBS genes (37) . In this study, we identified eight genetic interactions from the total of 28 possible pair-wise genetic interactions tested. Of note, each of the eight synergistic interactions resulted in KV defects and delayed melanosome transport. No synergistic interactions were observed that affected only a subset of the phenotypes. In each case, increasing the dose of both morpholinos above the subphenotypic dose resulted in increased severity of the BBS knockdown phenotypes beyond that observed for individual high-dose knockdown, supporting the hypothesis that BBS genes can modify each other's phenotypes. BBS complex interactions could be due to redundant roles, parallel pathway function or a stoichometric requirement within a protein complex such as the BBSome, to name a few possibilities. In this study, we demonstrated that individual high-dose MO-induced defects can be rescued by BBS genes do not display functional redundancy. bbs7 knockdown phenotypes can be rescued only by specific bbs7 mRNA. Subphenotypic paired combination of bbs1 with bbs7 phenotypes can be rescued with either bbs1 or bbs7 mRNA. Overexpression of bbs1 or bbs7 mRNA has no significant phenotypes; n, number of embryos.
Ã P , 0.001.
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co-injection of a wild-type form of the gene-specific mRNA (i.e. bbs7 mRNA rescues the high-dose bbs7 MO phenotype), but not by increased levels of other BBS proteins. For example, bbs1 mRNA does not rescue high-dose bbs7 MO-induced defects and vice versa, arguing against functional redundancy. In contrast, an individual mRNA is sufficient to rescue the subphenotypic combined knockdown MOs (i.e. bbs7 mRNA can rescue the low-dose combined bbs7 with bbs1 MO-induced defects), suggesting a required stoichiometry within a complex. A recent study by Nachury et al. (17) has identified a BBS complex (the BBSome) and reported that components of the complex are present in stoichiometric amounts. The identification of the BBSome complex consisting of seven of the 12 known BBS proteins (BBS1, BBS2, BBS4, BBS5, BBS7, BBS8 and BBS9) (17) can be used to categorize the known BBS proteins into those that are part of the BBSome and those that are not part of this complex (BBS3, BBS6, BBS10, BBS11 and BBS12). This information, along with the genetic interaction data from the current study, allows the determination of whether BBS pair-wise genetic interactions result from impairment of two BBSome proteins, impairment of a component of the BBSome and a nonBBSome component and/or simultaneous impairment of two non-BBSome proteins. The first two types of interactions were observed. For example, the strongest interaction was seen between two BBSome components (BBS1 and BBS7). In addition, the two non-BBSome proteins studied (BBS3 and BBS6) were each shown to genetically interact with specific components of the BBSome (BBS3 with BBS1 and BBS2; BBS6 with BBS1 and BBS2), but not with other BBSome components and not with each other. Furthermore, direct physical interactions within the BBSome complex do not predict genetic interactions. For example, BBS7 physically interacts directly with BBS2 and not with BBS1 (17) . However, BBS7 genetically interacts with BBS1, but not with BBS2.
On the basis of finding of a heterozygous variant in MGC1203 in a few BBS patients, Badano et al. (48) utilized zebrafish to evaluate epistatic effect of mgc1203 on BBS genes and reported that modest suppression of mgc1203 exerts an epistatic effect on the developmental phenotype of BBS morphants. Similarly, our subphenotypic knockdowns of specific zebrafish BBS genes suggest that some BBS genes have an epistatic effect on the phenotype of other BBS genes. It is noteworthy that two independent studies utilized similar subphenotypic approach in zebrafish to evaluate genetic interactions of bbs10 and bbs12 genes (12, 15) . It should be noted that the authors reported gastrulation defects as a BBS MO-induced phenotype (12, 15, 48) and utilized this phenotype to identify potential interactions between BBS genes. The morphant embryos in our study do not show any gross changes in general body size and morphology. The cilia defect and transport delay phenotypes observed in the current study are biologically relevant to the human disorder.
Of clinical relevance, our data provide insight into nonMendelian modes of BBS inheritance. Triallelic inheritance has been reported in a small subset of BBS cases (49 -54) . Our zebrafish data indicate that high-dose knockdown of individual BBS genes results in KV cilia and vesicle transport phenotypes (9, 16) . These data support mouse knockout data that complete loss of function of a single BBS protein is sufficient to induce BBS phenotypes (20 -22) . The genetic interaction data presented here suggest that functionally hypomorphic alleles of two specific BBS proteins could combine to result in digenic inheritance of BBS. On the basis of the zebrafish data demonstrating relevant phenotypes induced by simultaneous knockdown of two BBS genes, it is tempting to hypothesize that heterozygosity in two BBS genes (double heterozygosity) could be sufficient to manifest some BBS phenotypes. Such an occurrence has not been reported. The availability of multiple BBS mouse models will facilitate testing of this hypothesis.
A link between SSH and BBS limb defects BBS pathophysiology has been linked to defects in cilia function and intracellular transport. Yet, polydactyly is not consistently reported in ciliary diseases (55 -58) . Therefore, mechanistic links between cilia function and polydactyly remain unclear. Since the zebrafish paired fins and tetrapod limbs are phylogenetically related, morphologically similar (42, 43, 59 ) and display similar gene expression patterns in the developing limb/fin buds, we can use this system to analyze the molecular mechanisms that underlie their early development (38 -43) . BBS loss-of-function demonstrates expanded shh expression in the pectoral fin bud without affecting shh neural tube expression. Furthermore, shh is required for fin/limb endoskeletal development (43) , and the zebrafish shh mutant (syu) showed loss of pectoral girdle skeletal elements (46, 60) , while ectopic expression of chicken Shh in limb bud micromass culture induced novel cartilage nodules (61) . Analysis of the skeletal elements in BBS knockdown larvae revealed a thickened scapulocoracoid of the pectoral fin consistent with increased shh expression in the pectoral fin bud. Although cilia function and IFT have been reported to play a role in SHH signaling (56, 62, 63) , our current study uses shh as markers for the ZPA. In addition, shh expression in the midline is unperturbed. Further study is needed to directly address the role of cilia or intracellular transport in shh regulation in the BBS morhpants. However, our data provide in vivo evidence for a role of BBS function in limb/ fin bud patterning resulting in increased shh signaling.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
MO antisense
Antisense MOs were designed and purchased from Gene Tools, LLC. MOs were microinjected in approximately 3 nanoliter volumes into one to eight cell embryos at concentrations ranging from 125 to 500 mM. Zebrafish MO sequences are bbs1_aug (GGGAACAGATGACATGGTTGTTTTG); bbs1_ exon2 (TGAAACTCACCAAT GCATGAGGAGA); control MO bbs1_5mis (TAAGaGTGAtGATGGcCACTtGCAT); bbs3_aug (AGCTTGTCAAAAAG CCCCA TTTGCT); bbs3_exon2 (TACATCTTTTATTTTCACCTTGAGG) and control MO bbs3_5mis (AGgTTcTCAAAAAaCCCgATTTcCT).
Pair-wise combination of bbs morpholinos
Two different BBS MOs targeting bbs1-bbs8 were combined at subphenotypic low doses (125 mM each) and microinjected into one to eight cell embryos. Controls for these experiments were combinations of low dose of each BBS MO and a control MO (125 mM each). The final concentration of MOs injected 
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into any embryo in this experiment was always constant (250 mM).
Analysis of the KV
Vesicles in embryos with a diameter less than one-third that of wild-type were considered reduced and embryos in which vesicles could not be morphologically identified were scored as absent. Live embryos were photographed with a Zeiss Axiocam on a stereoscope.
Melanosome transport assay
Day 5 larvae were exposed to epinephrine (50 mg/ml, Sigma, E4375) added to embryo medium (64) for a final concentration of 500 mg/ml. Melanosome retraction was continuously monitored under the microscope and the endpoint was scored when all melanosomes in the head and the trunk were perinuclear.
Rescue of knockdown phenotype
Morpholino-resistant BBS RNA was subcloned into pCS2þ expression vector (65) . Synthetic RNA was made with mMessage mMachine (Ambion). mRNA (50 ng/ml bbs1 and 100 ng/ml bbs7) was co-injected with appropriate MO.
Whole-mount in situ hybridization of shh in the pectoral fin buds
Embryos, treated with pigment inhibitor at 12 h.p.f., were cultured to 42 h.p.f. and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde/ phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). shh digoxigenin-UTP RNA probes (Roche) were synthesized from the linearized templates, antisense (SpeI, T7 RNA polymerase) and sense (NotI, SP6 RNA polymerase). Whole-mount in situ hybridization was performed as described by Yen et al. (16) . The area of shh expression was measured using ImageJ 1.37v (47). Student's t-test assuming unequal variance was used to evaluate statistically significant differences in the average area of shh expression (P , 0.001). Embryos were photographed at 50Â magnification.
Cartilage staining
Cartilage staining was performed as described in Taylor and Van Dyke (66) . Briefly, larvae at 6 day post-fertilization (d.p.f.) were fixed overnight with 4% paraformaldehyde/ PBS, dehydrated gradually with absolute ethanol and stained overnight with Alcian Blue (30 mg in 8:2 ethanol:glacial acetic acid). Larvae were then bleached with 1% potassium hydroxide (1 M)/3% hydrogen peroxide, cleared with 0.5% trypsine/saturated sodium tetraborate, pH 9.1, for 2 h and stored in 7:3 glycerol:(1X) PBS. Cartilage mounts were photographed at 50Â magnification.
FUNDING
